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About mwah.

Visual of mwah. clients 
removed for confidentiality



How do we keep:
People safe

Delivering our product or 
service? Or pivot?

Mask rules?
Vaccinations?
Lockdowns
Quarantine

Travel / Worker Restrictions
Workforce mix / size

Physiological &
Safety First

Essential and 
Non-Essential

Batten down the 
hatches

Organisational 
Continuity

Navigating the 
Moving Feast

I need to make sure 
me and my loved 

ones are safe

Who is doing Essential work, who 
is doing Non-Essential work?

Economic implications
Health implications

Way of working implications
Psychological implications

Lockdowns

Job cuts
JobKeeper

Furlough/Standdown
Unemployment

Government Stimulus
Thoughtful Randomness

Looking back: A pandemic timeline

How do we:
Keep society working well
Hold the economy today

Have conversations
Build tomorrow’s economy
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Frenetic First Responders



Jury is out and will stay out



Figure 3 – Share of full and part-time employment, 1978 - 2018

Source: Bankwest Curtin Economics Centre | ABS Cat 
No.6202.0, Labour Force, Australia.

What was already changing



Figure 16 – Regularly work from home, men and women, 2001 and 2016

Source: Bankwest Curtin Economics Centre | Authors’ calculations from HILDA Waves 2 to 16.

What was changing already



Figure 18 – Regularly work from home, major occupation group, 2001 to 2016

Source: Bankwest Curtin Economics Centre | Authors’ calculations from HILDA Waves 2 to 16.

What was changing already



Figure 21 – Share of workers with multiple jobs, by age and gender, 2014 to 2016

Source: Bankwest Curtin Economics Centre | 
Authors’ calculations the HILDA survey, waves 
1 to 16

What was changing already
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Right now

Global 
Organisations Academics

Australian 
Organisations

Tech 
Organisations

Media



Some Workforce Themes

Retention – the great 
resignation, or quiet 

quitting, or a 
marketing campaign?

Hybrid Work and 
Two Speed Workforces

Two Speed Teams
Two Speed Careers? 

The possibilities, and 
tensions between 

technology and humanity

Laggard capability build in hard skills
Pause in soft skills development

Leaders as 
community builders

Org Culture has heightened 
value post-pandemic



SafetyFairness

Purpose
Relationships Agency

Accountability

What matters 
at work?



New Data - Psych Safety – 2 sides

Visuals of aggregated data from 
mwah. Culture Dashboard removed. 
Demonstrates positive moves in some 
aspects of psychological safety  - support 
from colleagues and organisational 
support for learning from practice and 
trials (including mistakes)



New Data - Psych Safety – 2 sides

Visuals of aggregated data from 
mwah. Culture Dashboard removed. 
Demonstrates negative moves in some 
aspects of psychological safety – 
overwhelm from information sharing



New data – Change and agency

Visuals of aggregated data from 
mwah. Culture Dashboard removed. 
Demonstrates tension between 
acknowledgement of need for 
organisational agility and change, versus 
personal need for security and stability.



Culture Work



Baseline: What is culture? 

1
9

Collective behaviours 
driven by a set of 
norms and values 

that directly impact 
decision-making.

   
   

 AICD Director Tools
Governing organisational culture

The way you 
treat each 

person, 
and each 

other, 
around here.

 

Culture is the tacit 
social order of an 

organization: 
it shapes attitudes and 
behaviors, in durable 
ways. Cultural norms 

define what is 
encouraged, 

discouraged, accepted 
or rejected within the 

group. 

Harvard Business School. 2018
(spelling deliberately American English)

“ “
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How Culture Measurement is informing understanding
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Engagement Culture Business Strategy

Intent

Measurement

Actions

Outcomes

What it is

Measure 
productivity

Productivity and 
wellness

Alignment to 
strategy

Culture as an 
organisational asset

Single survey of 
high and low scores

Address low scores
Compete on  %

Long action plans
Survey fatigue

Static Annual Reports
Gameable scores

Static Annual Reports
Long Action Plans

Lengthy surveys Lengthy online 
surveys

Culture Deficits
 'to fix'

Behaviour and 
culture needed to 
achieve strategy

Complex system.
Correlations to 

business objectives

Leadership, 
Investment, pivots

Culture Biz Plan to 
achieve strategy

Getting biz results and 
doing the right thing

Live data, Longitudinal 
measurement of impact

Measurement of culture 
as a system (not a score)

Culture as a sustainable 
competitive advantage

Maturing of culture measurement and impact on organisation
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Sustainable Business/impact 
on society and ecosystem
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What if …



Rethinking: What is work ?

Society - Article 23

For Self and Others



New expectations of leaders





Let’s talk 

about age



Let’s talk 

about age



An invitation



sonder
Sonder



Questions & 
a conversation
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For more information 
please scan the QR code 
and visit our website

Thank you


